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Divergences on expected affiliations

Accuracy on simulated data set

For the tests we use two sets of species manually extracted from LTP 115. These species were chosen to obtain near and distant species in the same dataset.

For each set of species we generate 5 artificial runs of 10 samples. In each sample the abundance of species following a power law. The ranking of species abundance is randomly determined in each sample. Then, an Illumina error profile is applied on reads and 20 % of them are added. All the runs are processed after FROGS preprocess by FROGS and UPARSE[4].

Pre-process

Clustering

Denoising and Clustering with local threshold: SWARM[1]
Efficient Chimera Removal: VSEARCH[3]

A wide choice of filters.
We advise to filter OTU abundances at 0.005%[7],

Core workflow

To merge paired-end reads: Flash Trimming: Cutadapt

Great graphics outputs

Speed on real datasets

9 600 000 sequences of a complete MiSeq run Preprocess: 9 300 000 sequences
Swarm clustering: 680 000 clusters
Chimera removal: 540 000 non-chimeric cl Small OTUs filtering: 20 000 OTUs
PhiX removal: ~8 min RDP affiliation: ~20 min Blast affiliation: ~40 min FROGS: ~3400 OTUs

Upcoming

• Evaluate FROGS on others metrics and datasets (mock community, real already known community).
• Add multi-best-hit information with blast (different species with the same amplicon sequence).
• Add FROGS in the toolshed and open a github repository.
• Add databases for affiliation (greengenes, ITS).
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